The famous Pete
Cowen (tour player
coach) often
demonstrates the
hammer onto the
nail drill.

Mellhorn from
back in the
1930’s taught
with a grass
cutter to help
students
understand
how the golf
club worked.

Cutting tree with axe is
the same action as golf
as shown here.

At the 1936 Annual PGA Meeting,
Ernest Jones presented on golf
instruction. In his subsequent letter
to Betty Hicks he wrote that the
president of the PGA advised that
teaching could not be that simple or
they would all be out of a job.

Sir Henry Cotton (British Open
winner of 1934, 1937, 1948) taught
his golf students by hitting a tyre.
He believed that going through
positions did not help learning golf.
Rather hitting a tyre was the most
eﬀective.

Wally Armstrong (Tour Player)
teaches golf using many
diﬀerent objects and tools that
we all know how to use already.

Vivien Saunders (winner of the
Ladies British Open 1977, founder
of the Ladies PGA and Solhiem Cup
team coach) teaches Ernest Jones
style often demonstrating with a
tennis racket. Would always explain
golf teaching is too complicated.

The Legend Bobby Jones (winner of
the grand slam in 1930) was always
quoted that golf teaching had taken
a wrong turn in teaching
complicated body movements and
positions and must get back to just
swinging the golf club.

Aj Bonar (professor of golf teaching
at the San Diego University for 13
years) is very famous in USA with
his DVD’s explaining the problems
of golf teaching and where it all
originates.

Mike Malaska (worked with Jack
Nicklaus) teaches with Hockey
sticks and other sports tools to help
the student learn golf. He himself
spent 20 years with bad information
that ruined his Tour playing career.

Published in 2012. Stating that
what Ernest Jones was saying in
1927 is now scientifically proven to
be correct.

Published in 1946. “THIS is not a
book on the science of golf, but
about learning it. Everything on the
science of the game has been
written, little on how to learn it.”

